Academic Books:

* Becoming Two-Spirit: Gay Identity and Social Acceptance in Indian Country* by Brian Joseph Gilley
* Calling Our Families Home: Métis Peoples' Experience with Child Welfare* edited by: Jeannine Carrière & Catherine Richardson
* Dance of Wiindigo and Nanaboozhou: an Indigenous Journey through Hatred and Violence* by Madeleine Berglund; illustrations by Elaine Berglund
* Gay American History Lesbians & Gay Men In The USA (Revised Ed.)* by Jonathan Ned Katz
* One without the Other: Stories of Unity through Diversity and Inclusion* by Shelley Moore
* Oskisihcikêwak: New Traditions in Cree Two-Spirit, Gay and Queer Narratives* by June Scudeler
* The Sacred Hoop: Recovering the Feminine in American Indian Traditions* by Paula Gunn Allen
* The Spirit and the Fles: Sexual Diversity in American Indian Culture* by Walter L. Williams
* Trans dilemmas: Living in Australia's Remote Areas and in Aboriginal Communities* by Stephen Kerry
* Two Spirit People: American Indian, Lesbian Women and Gay Men* edited by Lester B. Brown
* Two-Spirit Youth Speak Out!: Analysis of the Needs Assessment Tool* by Gil Lerat
* When did Indians Become Straight?: Kinship, the History of Sexuality, and Native Sovereignty* by Mark Rifkin

Books of Essays:

* Changing Ones: Third and Fourth Genders in Native North America* by Will Roscoe
* Colouring the Rainbow: Blak Queer & Trans Perspectives: Life Stories and Essays* by First Nations People of Australia edited by Dino Hodge
* The Erotics of Sovereignty: Queer Native Writing in the Era of Self-Determination* by Mark Rifkin
* Listening to the Beat of Our Drum: Indigenous Parenting in Contemporary Society* edited by Carrie Bourassa, Elder Betty McKenna and Darlene Juschka
* Me Sexy: an Exploration of Native Sex and Sexuality* compiled & edited by Drew Hayden Taylor
* Queer Indigenous Studies: Critical Interventions in Theory, Politics, and Literature* edited by Qwo-Li Driskill & others
* The Queerness of Native American Literature* by Lisa Tatonetti
* Sexuality, Nationality, Indigeneity* edited by Daniel Heath Justice, Mark Rifkin, & Bethany Schneider
* The Solidarity Struggle: How People of Color Succeed and Fail at Showing Up for Each Other in the Fight for Freedom* edited by Mia McKenzie
* Sovereign Erotics: a Collection of Two-Spirit Literature* edited by Qwo-Li Driskill & others
* Spaces Between Us: Queer Settler Colonialism and Indigenous Decolonization* by Scott Lauria Morgensen
* Two-Spirit People Native American Gender Identity, Sexuality and Spirituality* edited by Sue-Ellen Jacobs, Wesley Thomas, & Sabine Lang
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Fiction, Poetry & Memoirs:

- *The Eagle's Path: a children's book* by Michelle Corneau; illustrated by Audrey Keating
- *Fire Song* by Adam Garnet Jones
- *Full-metal Indigiqueer: poems* by Joshua Whitehead
- *Fugitive Colors* by Chrystos
- *Holy Wild* by Gwen Benaway
- *Into the Moon: Heart, Mind, Body, Soul: the Native Women's Writing Circle* edited by Lenore Keeshig-Tobias
- *IRL* by Tommy Pico
- *Jonny Appleseed: a novel* by Joshua Whitehead
- *Kiss Me Deadly: a graphic novel* by Richard Van Camp & Chris Auchter
- *Kynship* by Daniel Heath Justice
- *The Language of Family: Stories of Bonds and Belonging* edited by Michelle van der Merwe
- *Living the Spirit: a Gay American Indian Anthology* compiled by Gay American Indians with Will Roscoe, coordinating editor
- *Love Medicine and One Song = Sâkihtowin-maskihkiy êkwa pêyak-nikamowin* by Gregory Scofield
- *Mamaskatch: a Cree coming of age* by Darrel J. McLeod
- *The Marrow Thieves* by Cherie Dimaline
- *nîtisânak* by Lindsey Nixon
- *Not Vanishing* by Chrystos
- *One bead at a time: a memoir* by Beverly Little Thunder, as told to Sharron Proulx-Turner
- *Passage* by Gwen Benaway
- *Ravensong: a novel* by Lee Maracle
- *Rez Runaway* by Melanie Florence
- *Surviving the City: a graphic novel* by Tasha Spillett and Natasha Donovan
- *Two-Spirit Acts: Queer Indigenous Performances* edited by Jean O'Hara
- *Walking with Ghosts* by Qwo-Li Driskill
- *The Winter We Danced: Voices from the Past, the Future, and the Idle No More Movement* edited by The Kino-nda-niimi Collective
- *This Wound is a World* by Billy-Ray Belcourt
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**DVDS:**

- 2 spirit Dreamcatcher Dot Com directed by Thirza Cuthand
- 2-spirit Introductory Special $19.99 directed by Thirza Cuthand
- Boi oh Boi directed by Thirza Jean Cuthand
- The Business of Fancydancing directed by Sherman Alexie
- Compilation 1997-2004 directed by Thirza Cuthand
- Fire Song by Adam Garnet Jones
- Future nation directed by Kent Monkman
- Group of Seven Inches: a Titilating Taxonomy of the Customs and Manners of the European Male directed by Kent Monkman & Gisele Gordon
- The Longform Lesbian Census directed by Thirza Cuthand & Riki Yandt
- Miss Chief: Justice of the piece directed by Kent Monkman
- My Transgender Life by Stornoway Productions
- OChiSkwaCho directed by Jules Koostachin
- Robin’s Hood directed by Kent Monkman and Gisele Gordon
- Second Stories = Nos Histoires a National Film Board of Canada Production
- Sex Spirit Strength directed and written by Courtney Montour
- Some of the Stories: A Documentary about Trans Youth directed by Jacob Simpson
- Taxonomy of the European Male directed by Kent Monkman
- Two Soft Things, Two Hard Things directed by Mark Kenneth Woods & Michael Yerxz
- Two Spirits directed by Lydia Nibley
- Untouchable directed by Thirza Cuthand
- You Are a Lesbian Vampire directed by Thirza Cuthand

**Books with Queer Content:**

- Grandmothers of the Light: a Medicine Woman’s Sourcebook by Paula Gunn Allen
- How I Resist: Activism and Hope for a New Generation edited by Maureen Johnson
- Impact: Colonialism in Canada edited by Warren Cariou, Katherena Vermette, & Niigaan James Sinclair
- Learn, Teach, Challenge: Approaching Indigenous Literatures edited by Deanna Reder & Linda M. Morra
- Mothers, Mothering and Motherhood Across Cultural Differences: a reader edited by Andrea O'Reilly
- Race and Racialization: Essential Readings edited by Tania Das Gupta, Carl E. James, Chris Andersen, Grace-Edward Galabuzi, & Roger C.A. Maaka
- Research as Resistance: Critical, Indigenous, and Anti-Oppressive Approaches edited by Leslie Brown & Susan Strega
- Strong Helpers’ Teachings: the Value of Indigenous Knowledges in the Helping Professions by Cyndy Baskin